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Abstract
Attack models can be used to assess network security. Purely graph based attack representation models (e.g.,
attack graphs) have a state-space explosion problem. Purely tree-based models (e.g., attack trees) cannot
capture the path information explicitly. Moreover, the complex relationship between the host and the
vulnerability information in attack models create difficulty in adjusting to changes in the network, which is
impractical for modern large and dynamic network systems. To deal with these issues, we propose hierarchical
attack representation models (HARMs). The main idea is to use two-layer hierarchy to separate the network
topology information (in the upper layer) from the vulnerability information of each host (in the lower layer).
We compare the HARMs with existing attack models (including attack graph and attack tree) in model
complexity in the phase of construction, evaluation and modification.
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INTRODUCTION
All types of network systems, including critical cyber infrastructures down to small home networks, are
threatened by the risk of cyber security attacks. To understand and trust the network security, one need not only
consider the security mechanisms, but also incorporate the combined effects of various network vulnerabilities
and their countermeasures.
To evaluate network security of a network system more efficiently, it is necessary to develop a valid and scalable
network security model that illustrates and inherits the security risk properties of the system. There has been
research which develops a science of security and security metrics as a major goal from wide range of disciplines
(King, 2010). Measuring the security data specifies the cyber attack events, states and consequences, and the
security data can be measured by means of testbed measurements (Sharma, Kalbarczyk, Barlow, & Iyer, 2011),
emulations (Mirkovic et al., 2010), honeypots (Alata, Nicomette, Kaaniche, Dacier, & Herrb, 2006), and
monitoring the network data flow (Yan Zhu, Hu, Ahn, Huang, & Wang, 2012). Security metrics specify the
security attributes (qualitative or quantitative), which can be used in the security analysis (Chew, Swanson,
Stime, Bartol, Brown & Robinson, 2008). Attack models, such as attack graphs (AGs) (Sheyner, Haines, Jha, &
Wing, May, 2002) or attack trees (ATs) (Schneier, 2000) are used for network security analysis.
Existing attack models suffer from scalability and dynamic adjustment problems. Firstly, the scalability problem
occurs due to calculation of full attack paths, which has an exponential complexity. Previous researches on AGs
show the scalability issues (Ou, Boyer, & McQueen, 2006; Ingols, Chu, Lippmann, Webster, & Boyer, 2009;
Xie, Cai, Tang, Hu, & Chen, 2009), and their solutions only consider the subset of full attack paths. ATs
(Schneier, 1999; Edge et al., 2007; Edge, 2007; Moore, Ellison, & Linger, 2001; Dawkins & Hale, 2004; Saini,
Duan, & Paruchuri, 2008) are non-state space models, but there is no generation method to construct tree-based
attack models directly from the network system specifications. Secondly, dynamic adjustment issue occurs when
there are changes in the network system, such as network topologies, vulnerabilities and system configurations.
Those changes in the network system modify the attack model accordingly.
Both scalability and dynamic adjustment problems are critical to attack models, because they sometime make the
practical use of attack models infeasible. To accommodate these problems, we propose two-layer Hierarchical
Attack Representation Model (HARMs). The upper layer (or level) captures the network information (e.g.,
reachability), and the lower layer captures the vulnerability information of hosts in the network in the HARMs.
Our contributions are summarised as follows:


Propose HARMs to enhance scalability and dynamic adjustment problem in existing attack models.



Compare complexities of the HARMs with AG and AT.
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Demonstrate equivalent security analysis of the HARMs and AG using an illustrative example.

The rest of the paper is as organised as follows. In Section 2, related work is introduced. In Section 3,
complexity analysis of AG, AT, and HARMs is presented using an example network system. Section 4
summarises the complexity comparisons, and in Section 5, we conclude the paper.

RELATED WORK

Figure 1. Attack Model Phases
There are different phases for attack models and they are shown in Figure 1. In the preprocessing phase, the
network information is preprocessed for construction of an attack model. In the construction phase, the
preprocessed network information is used to construct an attack model. In the representation phase, attack model
is illustrated and stored. The security analysis is carried out during the evaluation phase, such as calculating all
possible attack paths, probability of attack success. The modification phase captures the changes in the network
system, and makes modifications to the attack model accordingly.
Attack models have scalability and dynamic adjustment problems in their phases. The scalability problem
restricts the use of attack models for large size network systems. The dynamic adjustment problem restricts the
real time use of attack models in dynamically changing network systems. There has been research to improve the
AG construction and evaluation performance to avoid the exponential complexity (Sheyner et al., May, 2002;
Ou et al., 2006; Ingols et al., 2009; Xie et al., 2009). Initially, AGs had a scalability problem in construction
with an exponential complexity by using a full AG representation (Sheyner et al., May, 2002). A scalable AG
construction has been proposed by K. Ingols et al. (Ingols, Lippmann, & Piwowarski, 2006), where they used a
Multiple-Prerequisite (MP) graph to construct the attack model in polynomial complexity. But the MP graph
representation becomes harder to represent a large size network system, because all network components are
presented in a single layer. X. Ou et al. (Ou et al., 2006) presented a Logical AG, which has a polynomial
construction complexity. K. Ingols et al. (Ingols et al., 2009) used a network security analysis tool named
Network Security Planning Architecture (NetSPA) to analyse the network security. However, NetSPA could not
handle more than 17 hosts using a full AG representation. Predictive graphs and MP graphs are used to avoid the
scalability problem in the construction phase and grouping of similar subnet and calculations of likely attacks are
used to reduce the evaluation complexity. However, in a worst case, they need to consider full attack paths to
assess the overall security. A. Xie et al. (Xie et al., 2009) proposed the two-layered AG, where they used an AG
representation in two layers but their focus is to use AG in the lower layer to capture attack paths of important
edges of the AG in the upper layer. We focus on improving the efficiency of attack models and we use AG or
AT in the lower layer to capture hosts information rather than attack paths for edges of AG in the upper layer.
Also, our focus of evaluation is to consider all possible attack paths, their evaluation method does not capture
them.
ATs are known to express its structure without state space explosion (Schneier, 2000). Previous research mainly
discussed the application of ATs (Schneier, 1999; Edge et al., 2007; Edge, 2007; Moore et al., 2001; Dawkins &
Hale, 2004; Saini et al., 2008). Edge et al. (2007) and Moore et al. (2001) stated that the construction of AT is a
manual task done by a security analyser (i.e. security expert) in their works. Dawkins et al. (2004) provided a
general AT construction method using attack chains which are equivalent to AGs. Min-cuts (i.e. minimal cut set,
which are considered as attack scenarios) from the attack chain is populated as AT branches. They used heuristic
methods to evaluate the attack chains and ATs. Saini et al. (2008) described another construction method by
decomposing the overall goal into sub-goals, and built the AT using the bottom up approach. This construction
method has an exponential complexity, and methods to identify decomposable components are not given.
All previous research on attack models have scalability problem in both construction and evaluation. To avoid
the scalability problem in AGs, researchers considered subset of a network system for construction, and most
likely attacks for evaluation. The AT was constructed from min-cuts on existing AGs, or by decomposition. Both
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methods create an exponential number of states in ATs. In our proposed models, the construction phase groups
the interaction between independent components in different layers, whereas in existing attack models, same
interaction is repeated between independent components.
There are security solutions to dynamic network changes, such as changing firewall rules, and applying Intrusion
Detection/ Protection System (Hwang & Gangadharan, 2001; Theodorakopoulos, Baras, & Le Boudec, 2008).
But these security changes must be analysed using attack models to monitor how the network security has been
affected. As far as we know, there is no previous research on solutions of dynamic adjustment problems for
attack models.

HIERARCHICAL ATTACK REPRESENTATION MODELS

Figure 2. An Example Network System
We use an example network system shown in Figure 2 (Albanese, Jajodia, & Noel, 2012). We assume that User0
is the attacker, and the root access of User2 is the target. The attacker can exploit single or multiple
vulnerabilities on each network host to gain the desired privilege. In Figure 2, we can see that the attacker can
reach User2 directly, or a route through User1 after gaining a sufficient privilege. A corresponding AG is given in
Figure 3, where network hosts and vulnerabilities are viewed in a single layer. In comparison, the AG in both the
upper and the lower layers of the HARMs (in particular, HAGAG) is given in Figure 4.

Figure 3. AG of the example network system

Figure 4. HAGAG of the example network system

Any attack model can be considered in any layer of the HARMs. We consider the HARMs with the upper and
the lower layers with AG or AT respectively, which are denoted as H[upper layer][lower layer] (e.g., HAGAT
represents the HARMs with AG in the upper layer, and AT in the lower layer respectively). We will compare the
complexity of attack models in each phase. The complexity analysis is based on the number of hosts and
vulnerabilities. We denote n (n > 0) and m (m > 0) as the total number of hosts (nodes) and the average number
of vulnerability for each host, respectively. We assume that nodes in the network system are fully connected to
each other (i.e. a complete graph). In future, we will use other type of several network topologies as the work
(Ou, Boyer, & McQueen, 2006) did. The detailed complexity in each phase will be described in the next
subsections.
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Construction
We consider the number of components and their connections to calculate the construction complexity. First, we
consider the construction of the AG. Vulnerabilities in each host may have up to m-1 other vulnerabilities as a
subsequent exploit. Hence, there are total m(m-1) number of possible vulnerability connections for each host.
For each host, there are up to n-1 number of other host(s) to connect. Hence, there are total n(n-1) number of
possible host connections. Therefore, the total construction complexity of the AG is O(m2n2).
Second, we consider the construction of the AT. We consider bottom-up approach for an AT construction. The
bottom-up approach is to build the AT from vulnerability information up to the host information. There is no
generation method to construct ATs using the network configuration, so we consider all possible exploit
sequences, and use each sequence as a branch in the AT. For m number of vulnerabilities, there are O(m!)
number of possible exploit sequences for each connection. Similarly, for n number of hosts, there are O(n!)
number of possible attack paths. Therefore, the total construction complexity of the AT is O(m!n!).
Lastly, we consider the construction of the HARMs, where the construction is independent in each layer. First,
we consider the AG in both upper and lower layers (HAGAG). The construction complexity of the upper layer is
given by O(n2), because for each host, there are up to n-1 connections for each host, giving n(n-1) total number
of host connections. In the lower layer, the construction complexity is O(m2n) because for each vulnerability,
there are up to m-1 number of other subsequent vulnerabilities, and this process is applied to n hosts. Therefore,
the total construction complexity of the HAGAG is given by O(m2n+n2). Secondly, we consider the AT in both
upper and the lower layers (HATAT). The construction complexity of the upper layer is given by O(n!), because
for n number of hosts, there are O(n!) number of possible attack paths. The lower layer construction complexity
is given by O(m!n) because for m number of vulnerabilities, there are O(m!) number of possible exploits and this
is repeated for each host. Therefore, the total construction complexity of the HATAT is O(m!n+n!). If we
consider different attack models in each layer, the construction complexity of each attack model at each layer are
combined together as the total construction complexity.
Evaluation
The evaluation complexity measures the total number of components used to calculate full attack paths. First we
consider the evaluation complexity of the AG. To calculate full attack paths of the AG, we travel all possible
paths from the attacker to the target. The number of paths between two hosts have complexity of O(m!), because
there are m! number of possible paths of length m. We will consider the longest path length as the upper bound.
The longest sequence is obtained by going through all hosts, meaning O(m!) is multiplied by itself n-1 times.
This only specifies a single path in terms of network hosts, and there are O(n!) number of possible paths from
the attacker to the target of length n. Therefore, the evaluation complexity of the AG is O(m!nn!).
Second, we consider the evaluation of the AT. The evaluation of AT is given by the total number of branches in
the AT. From the construction, the AT have O(m!n!) number of branches. Therefore, the evaluation complexity
of the AT is O(m!n!).
Lastly, we consider the evaluation of the HARMs. The evaluation of the HARMs is divided into each layer.
First, we consider using HAGAG. The evaluation complexity of the upper layer is O(n!), similar to AG analysis.
The lower layer evaluation complexity is O(m!n!), because there are O(m!) number of exploit sequences, and
this is calculated for each attack path. Therefore, the total evaluation complexity using HAGAG is O(m!n!). We
assumed that each host may have different sequences of exploits they can use for different host connections. If
all hosts have the same sequences of exploits, then each host’s vulnerability evaluation is a repeated event,
changing the evaluation complexity to O(m!n+n!). If both m and n are large, then the overall evaluation
complexity is reduced under this assumption. Secondly, we consider using HATAT. The number of states in the
upper layer is O(n!), and the lower layer is O(m!). Therefore the total evaluation complexity using HATAT is
O(m!n!).
Modification
An update event in the network system, such as addition, reconfiguration and deletion of host or vulnerability,
causes modification. The complexity of modification measure the number of changes made to existing attack
model for the update event. The modification complexity measures a single update event.
First, we consider the modification complexity of the AG. For vulnerability, there are up to m number of
vulnerability connections between the component and other host. This is repeated to n-1 number of hosts.
Therefore, the modification complexity of the AG is given by O(mn).
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Second, we consider the modification complexity of the AT. An update event in the AT requires updated
connections for each branch with the update component. There are O(m!(n-1)!) number of affected hosts, and
O((m-1)!n!) number of affected vulnerabilities. Both calculations are approximated to O(m!n!), assuming both n
and m are large, as the modification complexity of the AT.
Lastly, we consider the modification complexity of the HARMs. The modification complexity of the HARMs is
divided by each layer. If we consider HAGAG, the modification complexity is O(n) and O(m) for the network
layer and the vulnerability layer respectively. If we consider HATAT, the modification complexity is O(n!) and
O(m!) for the network layer and the vulnerability layer respectively. Update events in each layer are independent
in the HARMs.

COMPLEXITY COMPARISONS
The complexity analysis shows the efficiency of the HARMs compared with AG and AT in attack model phases.
The complexity comparisons are shown in Table 1. Attack models have practical implications, and they can
capture many security metrics for real networks (Albanese, Jajodia, & Noel, 2012; Roy, Kim & Trivedi, 2012;
Ou, Boyer, & McQueen, 2006; Ingols, Chu, Lippmann, Webster, & Boyer, 2009). Here, our focus is to provide a
scalable model for a large size network, and compare its complexities with existing attack models.
Tasks
AG
AT
HAGAG

Construction
O(m2n2)
O(m!n!)
O(m2n+ n2)

Evaluation
O(m!nn!)
O(m!n!)
O(m!n!)

Modification
O(mn)
O(m!n!)
O(n) (Upper)
O(m) (Lower)

HAGAT

O(m!n+ n2)

O(m!n!)

O(n) (Upper)
O(m!) (Lower)

HATAG

O(m2n!+ n!)

O(m!n!)

O(n!) (Upper)
O(m) (Lower)

HATAT

O(m!n!+ n!)

O(m!n!)

O(n!) (Upper)
O(m!) (Lower)

Table 1: Attack model complexity comparisons
Construction Comparisons
Network properties are used to construct attack models. In existing attack models, the network topology
information is passed onto vulnerability components to make connections. As a result, each vulnerability
components in the AG makes independent connection to the network hosts. ATs also make independent
connections depending on the construction approach. In the HARMs, the network topology information is not
required at the lower layer. Hence, vulnerability components do not consider any network connection. From
Table 1, the construction complexity between AG and HAGAG shows that HAGAG has lower construction
complexity. The AT construction complexity remains the same because the construction method for the AT was
based on the bottom-up approach, meaning the construction built the vulnerability information first, and then
built the network information. If a top-down approach is used for the AT, the construction complexity will be
equivalent to the evaluation complexity of the AG.
Evaluation Comparisons
The evaluation complexity of the AG is much greater than any other attack models. Logical simplification is
illustrated using an example security analysis. We consider each exploit with its successful attack probability
given in Table 2, using the example network system. The probabilities of each variable are reasonably and
randomly chosen for a numerical security analysis. We will use real probability values from experiments in our
future work, such as using testbeds, emulations, honeypots and data flow measurements (Sharma et al., 2011;
Mirkovic et al., 2010; Alata et al., 2006; Yan Zhu et al., 2012). The probability of a successful attack is
calculated by adding up all attack path probabilities. We have assumed that each attack path are equally likely be
taken by the attacker. Hence, we divide by the total number of attack paths. The logical expression for
calculating the successful attack using the AG is given in Equation 1. The total number of attack paths is the
number of components in the equation joined by OR gates, or addition components. Equation 2 calculates the
probability of a successful attack using the HAGAG, and we can verify that both results are equal. The total
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number of attack paths for the HAGAG can be calculated from the upper layer by substituting the number of
components that each host contains. The number of states and calculations in Equation 2 is much less than
Equation 1.
The AT components are linked by logical expressions using logical links, such as AND and OR gates. The
sequence of attack is lost from the commutable property of logical expression, but we can express ATs as state
space models. We expect the optimal size complexity will have a linear complexity in respect to the number of
hosts and vulnerabilities. Hence, ATs will improve the evaluation phase to linear complexity.
State variable
F1
R1
S1
L1
F2
R2
L2

Vulnerability
ftp_rhosts1
rsh1
sshd_BoF1
local_BoF1
ftp_rhosts2
rsh2
local_BoF2

Pa(attack success)
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.1
0.25

Table 2: Probability of attack success for vulnerabilities

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠)
𝐹𝐹2 𝑅𝑅2 𝐿𝐿2 +𝐹𝐹1 𝑅𝑅1 𝑅𝑅2 𝐿𝐿2 +𝑅𝑅1 𝐹𝐹2 𝑅𝑅2 𝐿𝐿2 +
�𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹1𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅1+𝑆𝑆
�
𝐹𝐹 𝑅𝑅 𝐿𝐿 +𝑆𝑆 𝑅𝑅 𝐿𝐿 +𝐹𝐹 𝑅𝑅 𝐿𝐿 +𝑅𝑅 𝐿𝐿
= 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
8

(1)

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠)
=

=

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈1 )𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈2 ) + 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈2 )

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑠𝑠(𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈1 )𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑠𝑠(𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈2 ) + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑠𝑠(𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈2 )

(2)

(𝐹𝐹1 𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑆𝑆1 )(𝐹𝐹2 𝑅𝑅2 𝐿𝐿2 + 𝑅𝑅2 𝐿𝐿2 ) + (𝐹𝐹2 𝑅𝑅2 𝐿𝐿2 + 𝑅𝑅2 𝐿𝐿2 )
6+2

Modification Comparisons
All HARMs have better modification complexity compared to its equivalent attack models, as shown in Table 1.
In existing attack models (Sheyner et al., May, 2002; Schneier, 2000; Ou et al., 2006; Ingols et al., 2009; Xie et
al., 2009; Schneier, 1999; Edge et al., 2007; Edge, 2007; Moore et al., 2001; Dawkins & Hale, 2004; Saini et al.,
2008), each component in the attack model must make independent connections to other components. Hence, the
update event affects a large proportion of the attack model. In contrast, the independent layered structure of the
HARMs allows modifications to be performed on a single layer only, without affecting other layers.
Structural Advantages of the HARMs
Independent layers in the HARMs allow parallel construction of each layer. Using distributed systems, such as
cloud, we can subdivide the HARMs by each layer, and join them without any complex process. Existing attack
models can also be constructed in parallel, by dividing the model into sub-models, but dividing and joining
processes require additional preprocessing on the attack model to find independent components.
We can also apply layer-centric analysis. For example, computing characteristics of the network system only
requires network layer information (Ahn, Han, Kwak, Moon, & Jeong, 2007). Security analysis, such as impact
of an attack, probability of successful attack, and network hardening optimizations, are considered by existing
attack models. In addition, the HARMs can perform additional analysis applicable in different layers, such as
performance analysis on the network layer. Therefore, we can consider wide range of constraints and other
requirements when we analyse the network security.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Existing attack models have scalability and dynamic adjustment issues for large network systems. The HARMs
are proposed to improve these problems. The HARMs divide independent components in the network systems
into two layers. The HARMs are composed with other well known attack models (i.e., AGs, ATs) in the phase of
construction, evaluation and modification. The HARMs show improvements in all phases compared with AG
and AT. Further, structural advantages of the HARMs allow better construction performance, and layer-centric
analysis to suite wider range of user and system requirements. The complexity comparisons verify that the
HARMs perform better than existing attack models in all phases.
In the future work, we will construct analytical and simulation models with several network topologies to
validate our complexity comparisons, and also taking into account dynamic changes (e.g., hosts join/removal,
vulnerabilities patch) in network systems. Also, the practical use of the HARMs will be considered with security
metrics and qualitative/quantitative security analysis as the work.
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